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even made to create a truly national government by bringing in
the Right, but Westarp and his colleagues Were not prepared to
go so far and the attempt was not pushed. It remained to create
a true Great Coalition again. The sorry farce under Mueller's
handling made the Great Coalition possible. If his sense of states-
manship was weak, his sense of loyalty was profound. Literally
he sacrificed to Stresemann his reputation with posterity.
The decision to create the committee of experts was announced
on December 22; the report of the Young committee was signed
on June 7. Negotiations for broadening the basis of the coalition
were begun before the first date; they ended only a week or two
before the second. The party committees once again fell joyfully
on an opportunity after their own hearts. The Populists invented
a new issue; they made their acceptance conditional on the
simultaneous formation of a Great Coalition in Prussia. The
Centrum who demanded three ministries insisted that this should
be granted before the Prussian question was considered. The
Populists held out for the priority of their demand whereupon
the Centrists withdrew their lonely representative from the
existing ministry, and political observers talked with bated breath
of the first time since 1919 when the Centrum had not been in
the cabinet. After much discussion the Socialists agreed to offer
the Populists representation in the Prussian cabinet; the Centrist
party in Prussia promptly vetoed the offer. By March agreement
had been reached in principle, but with reservations as to the
budget plans of the Socialist finance minister. By April the
Centrum had recovered its temper and a Great Coalition govern-
ment was formed, and then the Socialist party raised the naval
issue again and nearly split the new-found basis. That difficulty
surmounted, the Populists claimed more freedom than their col-
leagues, and it was not until May that they resigned themselves
finally to be patriotic without making conditions. It was really
not until June that the political crisis was over. All that time, the
Young committee was engaged in bitter discussions on Germany's
future, and yet it was only by a tiny margin of days that Germany
got together a truly representative and national government to
receive its report. To Stresemann it was the last necessary reve-

